


  
On tour Tony, began to incorporate some of the method of sharing the gospel [used by] Why Ministries, initially 
formed by Julian Batchelor over the years with help from an increasing number of supporters, but Tony shared 
the gospel in a new, fresh and biblical way that we had not seen before. 
  
I enjoyed Tony's presentations, he wove his experiences into gospel tool. 
  
Yours in Jesus 
  
Bernie  
  
T he following document is how I saw some aspects of my association with Julian Batchelor and Tony Anthony's 
Tour. 
  
Unfortunately misunderstandings and tension arose from Julian believing, Tony was not giving him more 
recognition that the material was Julian's and not Tony's even though Tony had developed a lot of the 
illustrations himself. Julian always a driven man in regard to his work, his book, any thought of losing recognition 
was not acceptable to him and a few of the close friends that surrounded Julian were in agreement that he be 
protected from losing what seemed his life work. 
   
The small Ministry board that surrounded Julian wanted to get more exposure for Julian. The way Tony wove his 
presentation and the gospel Why tool, caused Julian to see the tool [as] being taken over. I didn't agree because 
the gospel presentation is God's and trying to show people how it relates to us personally is not a bad thing and 
Tony only ever shared the gospel. Julian also did not believe Tony's book could be used to share the gospel. Even 
if it was not all the components of his tool, Julian in the past told people he believed God could save people with a 
flower, or a sunset if He wanted to so, Julian's words started to bring confusion and contradiction, But I was clear 
in my heart anything inspired by God belongs to God to be taken up and used for HIS glory and not self 
promotion. The main speaker for this mission was Tony, and Tony never promoted himself, but Julian was only 
interested in promoting himself.  If we humble ourselves God will promote us if we promote ourselves (self glory ) 
He will humble us. 
  
Julian has done damage to his own credibility in my eyes and the eyes of a great many church leaders in New 
Zealand... [there was] a large personal fall from grace which resulted in the board dissolving the ministry and well 
known Christian leaders withdrawing their endorsement support for Julian's book where he misquoted them (Ray 
Comfort, George Verwer and Tony himself). The board ensured the books had these endorsements, removed 
from Julian's books and many many supporters were devastated by Julian's action. But to these, he rallied saying 
it was the boards fault, his wife's fault, the enemy . 
 
The board handed over all the tools to Tony (as Tony had found a way to communicate the Gospel more clearly).  
 
 
God Bless 
Bernie 


